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Abstract
The multi-scale turbulence approach is useful in predicting mean flows in problems containing
complex turbulent structures that are otherwise unattainable using standard Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes models. In crossflow simulations using the multi-scale turbulence approach,
turbulent mass diffusion in the resolved field showed variations not correlated with the eddy
viscosity. This work is aimed at modifying the multi-scale turbulence approach to allow the
resolved field to adaptively influence the value of turbulent Schmidt number in the Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes sub-filter model. The proposed model estimates a time-averaged resolved
turbulent Schmidt number that is used in place of the constant value common to standard
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes approaches. This approach is assessed by grid refinement study
in which different amounts of turbulence are resolved. Fuel concentration predictions show an
improvement when compared with experimental measurements versus the multi-scale model
without the adaptive approach.
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diffusion vector for species
total specific energy of the mixture
total specific enthalpy of the mixture
second blending function, Menter SST
filter function
species specific enthalpy
turbulent specific kinetic energy
length scale based on cell size
measure of turbulence length scale
total number of species
pressure
turbulent Prandtl number
heat transfer vector
strain rate tensor of Favre-averaged subgrid RANS solution
turbulent Schmidt number
mixture temperature
mixture velocity
mole fraction of species m
dynamic eddy viscosity
dynamic numerical viscosity
kinematic eddy viscosity
average chemistry source term
mixture density
stress tensor
Favre average operator
time average operator
superscript for Reynolds terms
subscript for quantities calculated from resolved field
superscript for fluctuations in the sub-filter portion of the field
superscript for fluctuations in the resolved portion of the field

I.

Introduction

S

UPERSONIC crossflow analysis is needed to understand the physics behind supersonic combustion occurring in
scramjet engines. Because the residence time of the flow in the combustor is often on the order of chemical time
scales, it is of utmost importance for the fuel and oxidizer to be mixed quickly. It is necessary to gain better
understanding of the effect of different fuel injection configuration and combustor geometries on the mixing process
in order to achieve desirable designs for scramjet engines.
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) based approaches have shown some success in understanding the
mechanics of supersonic cross flows. Tam et al.1 used RANS based methods with Menter Shear Stress Transport
(SST2), Menter baseline (BSL2), and Wilcox - 3 turbulence models to simulate the experiments of Gruber et al. 4-6.
It was shown that the Wilcox - model performed the best of all three; however, in all the models tested the fuel
penetration height was over predicted by up to 25%. Palekar et al.7 obtained better correlations with penetration
heights with a 4.7 million cell grid using the commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code GASP. The
Wilcox - turbulence model was also utilized for turbulence closure. Coarser grids did not sufficiently resolve the
flow and spanwise fuel penetration significantly deviated from the experiment. Maddalena et al.8 used the Wilcox turbulence model to simulate an aeroramp injection scheme as well as transverse injection of sonic helium
into air. Total pressure loss for transverse injection was shown to be greater than of normal injection configuration
with the computational results not correlating well with the experiment.
As stated by many researchers9-11, there are some obvious limitations to RANS models when applied to unsteady
problems because they tend to be overly dissipative (predicting higher eddy viscosity and damping the unsteady
motion of the fluid). The crossflow problem usually involves large scale unsteady turbulent structures, density
gradients, and shock boundary layer interactions as evident by experimental findings4-6. These phenomena are
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difficult to capture correctly with standard RANS approaches and may benefit from methods capable of resolving
turbulent structures such as Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) or Large Eddy Simulation (LES). LES is capable of
capturing the large scale turbulent structures, and while not as computationally expensive as DNS, it is impractical
for use in the supersonic crossflow problem because a prohibitively large number of grid points must be used to
resolve the boundary layer. Recently, Kawai and Lele12 conducted a LES of sonic injection into a supersonic
crossflow and showed key physics of the jet mixing in supersonic crossflow such as clockwise and counterclockwise
rotating strong counter-rotating vortices, a pair of U-shaped counter rotating vortices. To reduce the expense of the
computations, the Reynolds number was lowered by a factor of six, relative to the experiment13 but the boundary
layer thickness upstream of jet injection was matched.
Detached eddy simulation (DES)11 and hybrid RANS/LES methods, where RANS is used at the wall boundary
and LES is used elsewhere, has shown a great promise in the solution of supersonic crossflow problem.
Peterson et al.14 used a DES model based on Spalart-Allmaras one equation turbulence model to simulate supersonic
cross flow experiments conducted at Virginia Polytechnic University. DES compared favorably to the experiment
with results superior to RANS. Boles et al.15-17 simulated Gruber et al.4-6 air and helium injection cases as well as
ethylene injection case conducted at Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and reported by Lin et al.18. In all cases
time averaged hybrid results were superior to RANS quantitatively and qualitatively when compared to
experimental injectant distribution.
In an effort similar to hybrid RANS/LES, Hassan et al.19 used the multi-scale turbulence approach to reduce the
eddy viscosity in SST turbulence model2. They were able to capture large scale turbulent structures showing
remarkable improvement in the simulation of Lin et al.18 over the RANS approach. Grid refinement studies on
adapted unstructured grids showed that very fine grids are needed to resolve enough turbulent scales to reach any
form of grid independence. This was probably due to the use of the dissipative second-order upwind schemes. It was
also shown that RANS simulations are very sensitive to the turbulent Schmidt number ( )19-20. Hassan et al.19 and
Boles et al.17 derived estimates for the turbulent Schmidt number based on the resolved field which was not constant
with strong variations throughout the flow.
There have been many efforts in the RANS community to calculate, rather than specify, the turbulent Prandtl and
Schmidt numbers as early as 197521. Methods based on the mixing length used a two equation model to calculate
turbulent diffusivity in conjunction with - 22-23. In general, the results from these methods showed an improvement
over - alone in low temperature high Mach number cases. Guo et al.24 used a genetic algorithm to obtain model
constants for a diffusion vector transport equation used in addition to - . The results showed some improvement
over a baseline - model for a jet-in-crossflow application. CRAFT Tech developed a variable Prandtl( ) and
Schmidt( ) number approach based largely on earlier efforts22-23 with added compressibility correction. The model
showed improvements over a constant
/
in a range of classical validation cases25-26.
27
Keistler used a reacting model with variable
/
method designed for high speed flows and based on
CRAFT tech efforts25-26 to simulate Lin et al.18 mixing case. The results were compared to those obtained by hybrid
RANS/LES method of Boles et al.17 While the variables approach showed some limited improvement over RANS in
predicting fuel concentration levels. It fell short to the hybrid RANS/LES method in predicting jet shape mainly due
to inability to produce large scale turbulent structures.
To the authors’ knowledge, there have been limited or no efforts in the literature to combine both hybrid
RANS/LES type approaches with variable turbulent Schmidt number methods. In this effort we propose an
extension to the multi-scale approach of Hassan et al.19 allowing for the calculation of the turbulent Schmidt
number. The proposed method does not utilize transport equations with ad hoc constants. The value of the turbulent
Schmidt number in the sub-filter RANS model is adaptively changed based on the resolved turbulent field. At every
time step, the average turbulent Schmidt number based on the ratio of the resolved mass and momentum eddy
viscosity is calculated. This value is used in the mass transport equation instead of the specified constant value. The
method assumes that
is the same in all turbulent scales, and in this effort we evaluate this assumption with the
Lin et al.19 mixing case.
The test case considered in this effort is based on experiments conducted at AFRL and reported by Lin et al.18 for
injection of sonic ethylene into Mach 2 air. Injection was conducted at either 90 or 30 degrees with momentum
ratios varying from 0.25 to 1.5. We focus here on the normal injection with momentum ratio of 0.5. We conduct the
simulations on two different grids and compare to the previous results without the variable approach, RANS, and
experimental measurements. We also present the results of the model while incorporating the effect of numerical
viscosity.
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II.

Governing Equations and Computational Modeling Approaches

A density-based, finite volume code, Loci-Chem28-29, is utilized in this study. The code is capable of handling
mixed element type unstructured grids. The convective fluxes are based on Roe’s flux difference splitting 30. Both
convective and diffusive fluxes are evaluated to second order accuracy. Menter SST2 model is used for turbulence
closure along with multi-scale treatment.
Multi-Scale Turbulence Treatment:
With the concept of eddy viscosity used in either a standard two-equation RANS approach or the Smagorinsky
subgrid model in LES, both filtered and averaged mass, momentum, and energy equations yield an identical
mathematical form as indicated by Germano31,

(1)

where the Reynolds terms are modeled as follows:

(2)

The variables in Eqs. (1) and (2) are shown in the filtered form, however they could represent averaged
quantities in which case the value of the eddy viscosity would be produced via a two equation turbulence model.
They could also be instantaneous variables when the eddy viscosity is set to zero. When they are filtered, a
Smagorinsky subgrid eddy viscosity is defined as follows:

(3)
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Assuming that we average the result of each model, Eqs. (1) and (2) combined with the averaging procedure,
become a single mathematical formulation in which we input an eddy viscosity and output averaged quantities. This
formulation is valid for averaged, filtered and instantaneous equations as long as the correct eddy viscosity value is
provided.
In multi-scale modeling, we assume the input eddy viscosity is a continuous function that varies from the RANS
value to zero depending on the ratio of the grid size, , to a locally defined turbulence length scale, . After the
appropriate eddy viscosity is found it is used in Eqs. (1) and (2). The multi-scale model allows smooth transition
from RANS to LES to DNS with the grid size and local turbulent length scales being the determining factors of
which model to use. When employing this approach, there are no limitations on grid size or geometry because the
transition between the models is allowed to occur anywhere in the computational domain.
The multi-scale treatment can be implemented easily into any RANS code as a mere modification to the eddy
viscosity that is output from the two equation model, before using it in the mass, momentum and energy transport.
This modification depends on the definition of the filter function, the turbulence length scale ( ) and the multiscale eddy viscosity.
Multi-scale approach
A multi-scale turbulence approach proposed by Hassan et al.19 is used in this effort. It is based on a filter function
that is a blend between the filter-based model (FBM) developed by Johansen et al.32 and the multi-scale hybrid
RANS/LES turbulence model developed by Nichols and Nelson33. The turbulence length scale, , is defined as
follows:

(4)

where,
(5)

and the eddy viscosity defined as,
(6)

The constant,
is the same one used in SST model2. The value of varies, but in this approach we use the
value of 0.01 as recommended by Boles17 for ethylene injection cases. The grid length scale length scale, , is
defined as twice the maximum distance between the cell center and each face as follow

(7)
Finally the filter function takes the form adopted in Hassan et al.19,

(8)
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Adaptive turbulent Schmidt number approach
In standard RANS approach the turbulent momentum flux is modeled as follows,

(9)

Turbulent mass flux for multispecies is modeled as,
(10)

We can multiply Eq. (9) by
and Eq. (10) by
to obtain scalar equations. Then we can define mass
and momentum eddy viscosities based on turbulent fluctuations,

(11)

The turbulent Schmidt number can be obtained by dividing the mass and momentum eddy viscosities. When
using the multi-scale model approach only fluctuations in the resolved field are calculated directly, while those in
the sub-filter field are calculated using the RANS model. To eliminate uncertainties associated with specifications of
the turbulent Schmidt number. We defined the resolved turbulent Schmidt number based on resolved quantities as
follows,

(12)

The use of the resolved turbulent Schmidt number in the RANS model assumes that the ratio of turbulent
momentum fluxes and turbulent mass fluxes in the resolved portion of the flow is the same as in the unresolved
portions of the flow. In other words if we split the energy spectrum at a certain wave length equal to the filter
function we have equal ratios of mass and momentum turbulent fluxes in the sub-filter and resolved portions. While
this seems like a very reasonable assumption, it does require further investigation. The results and cases presented in
this paper could be regarded as validation for this assumption.
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The resolved turbulent Schmidt number (
) is calculated at every time step during the simulation and is
used in the RANS mass transport equation. The value of the resolved turbulent Schmidt number is theoretically
constant at every time step however, because averages are not available a priori, the estimations of the averages
improve as the simulation proceeds and
converge to a constant value. Also the application of
into the
RANS sub-filter model is not done until a number of iterations at constant
to avoid erroneous values of
at
the beginning of the simulation. Also the positivity of the resolved turbulent Schmidt number is maintained by
taking the absolute value.
Lin et al.18 performed a sonic injection of ethylene into Mach 2 air crossflow at the continuous flow supersonic
tunnel at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The tunnel has a constant test area of 131×152 mm. The injectors
were circular with different diameters, injection angles, and momentum ratios. In this study we focus on the case
with
0.1875 inches normal injection with a momentum ratio of 0.5. Lin et al.18 used Raman scattering technique
to collect quantitative concentration data. These measurements were used to calculate the mixture fraction at various
locations downstream of the injector.
Grid and numerical choices
In our previous study19, three different grids were used with mixed structured domains as shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2. In this study, however, only the coarse and intermediate grids are used in this effort and will be named grid
1, and grid 2 respectively. Grid 1 contains about 7 million cells with the jet region at a finer resolution and a
boundary layer grid starting at
10. Grid 2 was adapted from the grid 1 based on the filter function and ethylene
mole fraction and contains about 17 million cells.
The inlet to the computational domain was taken from a RANS solution of a separate simulation of the nozzle.
The full width and height of the wind tunnel was used in the computation. The injector geometry was also
representative of that used in the experiment. Boundary conditions and geometrical information of the simulation are
shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. Grid 1 cell distributions for multi-scale simulation.

Figure 2. Center plane cut. Grid1 (left) and grid 2 (right).
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Table 1. Flow and geometric conditions for Ethylene injection.
Parameters
Values
(freestream)

244 KPa

(freestream)

300 K

(freestream)

2

(injectant)

127.5 KPa

(injectant)

322 K
4.8 mm
0.5

Injectant angle( )

90°

The cases used in this study are a combination of those done previously without the adaptive
approach and those
done with the new approach and others that will be defined in further discussion. Table 2 gives a summary of the
cases and their description to facilitate reference to them in the results section.

Table 2. Description of simulation cases discussed in this effort.

Case
Previous
1
2
3
New
4
5
6
7
8

Grid
resolution

Turbulence
treatment

600K
Grid 1 / 7000K
Grid 2 /17000K

RANS-SST
Multi-scale-SST
Multi-scale-SST

0.7
0.7
0.7

No
No
No

Grid 1 / 7000K
Grid 2 /17000K
Grid 1 / 7000K
Grid 2 /17000K
Grid 1 / 7000K

Multi-scale-SST
Multi-scale-SST
Multi-scale-SST
Multi-scale-SST
MILES (no model)

Adaptive
Adaptive
Adaptive
Adaptive
N/A

No
No
Yes
Yes
N/A

III.

correction

Results and Discussion

The simulations were run with the SST turbulence model2 until converged to a RANS solution. The multi-scale
approach with the adaptive turbulent Schmidt number was then applied and instantaneous results were collected and
averaged. Results with the adaptive
approach are compare to experimental, RANS, and standard multi-scale
results. The simulations were run on grids 1 and 2. A numerical viscosity correction for the adaptive
approach is
discussed and results are presented and compared. Consequently, the mixing process is discussed in terms of the
fluid dynamics. Furthermore, pressures on the bottom and center plane for the adaptive
approach and standard
multi-scale are compared to validate the integrity of the adaptive
approach.
A. Adaptive

multi-scale and comparison to constant

multi-scale and RANS results

The adaptive
multi-scale approach explained in earlier section is implemented and tested with both grid 1
and grid 2 shown in Fig. 2. To be consistent, it is compared to RANS solution with
= 0.7 and earlier multi-scale
solutions with
= 0.719. It should be noted that in an earlier study RANS results were very sensitive to
and
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comparable levels of fuel mass fractions were obtained by drastically lowering its value 19. When running the
simulation a constant
of 0.7 is used for the first 2000 iterations while an average is collected for the adaptive
resolved
. With numerical experiments, the resolved
was independent of the initial constant value used in the
first 2000 iterations.

Figure 3. Adaptive turbulent Schmidt number contours for grid 1(top) and 2 (bottom) at different
locations.
The resolved turbulent Schmidt number contours for grid 1 and grid 2 are shown in Figure 3 .Those contours are
an indication of the mixing in the resolved field of each grid. The range is limited from 0 to 1 because larger values
imply negligible turbulent mass diffusivity. Also these values are irrelevant in areas that do not contain fuel. Overall
features of the distribution of the turbulent Schmidt number are similar in grid 1 and grid 2. Distributions in grid 1
however, are not fully symmetric, and symmetry improves when the grid is refined. This shows that for grid 2, the
resolved field is strong enough to overcome errors induced by approximate averaging procedures. Symmetry and
similarity between the two grids are better in the near field region where the grid is finer than the rest of the domain.
In the far field where the grid is coarser and less resolved mixing occurs, the results seem to be less symmetric and
more differences are observed between grid 1 and grid 2. This is simply because of weaker resolved mixing which
results in more data noise.
Fuel mass fraction results are displayed for experimental, RANS, multi-scale, and multi-scale with adaptive
approaches. The results are shown at two axial locations
= 5 and
= 25 in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.
At
= 5, RANS results show two kidney vortices that are largely unmixed. When the multi-scale approach is
used these two vortices are reduced in size and appear closer to each others in grid 1. In grid 2 these two vortices
merge into one mixed core in the center similar to findings in the experimental measurements. The concentration of
the fuel core is still over predicted in both grid 1 and grid 2. When applying the adaptive
extension, results were
largely unchanged. In the grid 1 the kidney vortices were closer and formed a single core. The contour also shows
slightly larger attachment to the wall. For grid 2, only a slight reduction in core fuel concentration is observed.
Overall, although insignificant, the results were closer to the experimental measurements.
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Figure 4. Fuel mass fraction contours at
= 5 for experimental and different numerical approaches. In
multi-scale simulations the results of grid 1 are on top (Cases 2 and 4) and grid 2 on the bottom (Cases 3
and 5).
At
= 25, the RANS results show a lifted circular core that is attached to the wall through a slender neck of
fuel. Multi-scale results at grid 1 show a more diffuse core with the fuel neck occurring closer to the wall. At grid 2,
the results compare better to the experiment and show no fuel neck and a more diffuse fuel core. In all cases, there is
a slight over prediction in the fuel penetration height. With the adaptive approach extension, grid 1 results were
more diffuse and necking occurred closer to the wall than the constant
multi-scale. There was however, necking
at the top of the fuel core on the left side that is asymmetric and is not predicted by the experiment. With grid 2,
results improved slightly in resembling the experiment when using the adaptive
extension for grid 2.

Figure 5. Fuel mass fraction contours at
= 25 for experimental and different numerical approaches. In
multi-scale simulations the results of grid 1 are on top (Cases 2 and 4) and grid 2 on the bottom (Cases 3
and 5).
B. Effect of numerical viscosity on turbulent diffusivity
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In the LES community, it is often argued that high-order-low-dissipation schemes are needed for an accurate
LES simulation. This is because the error caused by the scheme often produces numerical viscosity that is on the
order of eddy viscosity provided by the sub-grid model. In multi-scale modeling, numerical viscosity also plays an
important role preventing the model from resolving smaller turbulent structures. In this effort, standard second order
upwinding is used to model convective terms in the momentum equation leading to relatively high numerical
dissipation. Therefore, finer grids are needed to produce the same size turbulent structures that are found in other
researchers’ results for the same problem17, 20.
For multi-scale modeling, the amount of turbulent mass diffusivity is determined by the Reynolds diffusion term
in the mass transport equation, namely,

. This term is directly proportional to the value of the

momentum eddy viscosity ( ). In RANS modeling, this is acceptable because the value of the eddy viscosity is
much larger than the numerical one. In multi-scale modeling, however the resolved eddy size is determined by the
sum of all three viscosities. Dissipation in the momentum equation caused by the laminar, numerical and eddy
viscosities determine the size of the resolved turbulent structures present in the solution. For example by not
accounting for numerical diffusivity, the fuel diffuses in the sub-filter within eddies much smaller than those present
in the solution (determined by the eddy viscosity alone). This causes limited turbulent mass diffusion in the overall
solution.
One way to separate the effects of the numerical viscosity caused by the grid and the numerical scheme is to
simply set the eddy viscosity to zero thus using no turbulence model. This method is equivalent to conducting an
LES simulation with the sub-grid model implicitly defined as the numerical viscosity providing an upper limit to the
turbulent oscillations in the solution for a particular grid and numerical scheme. This method was first named
Monotone Integrated LES (MILES) by Boris34 and an extensive analysis can be found in the book by Grinstein et
al.35.

Figure 6. Instantaneous vorticity snapshots on the center plane for multi-scale (grid 2 on top and grid 1 on
the bottom) and MILES (grid1) approaches. Maximum and minimum limited to 100, -100
Figure 6 shows the vorticity on the center plane for grid 1, and grid 2 (without adaptive
approach) as well
as the MILES approach (zero eddy viscosity) for grid 1. This figure gives a qualitative assessment for the numerical
viscosity. The vortices in the MILES solution are sized in between grid 1 and grid 2, but closer in size to the grid 1.
This indicates that the eddy viscosity in grid 2 is less than the numerical viscosity in grid 1. We could also say that
11
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the numerical viscosity is not orders of magnitude larger than the eddy viscosity in grid 1 because the MILES
solution displays smaller vortices than those seen in grid 1 results.
Fuel mass fractions’ contours for multi-scale grid 1and grid 2 and grid 1 MILES solution are displayed in Figure
7. It is seen that fuel in the MILES solution is much less diffusive than grid 1 and has about the same diffusivity as
grid 2. This observation is in line with effect of the numerical viscosity on turbulent diffusion. Even though
numerical viscosity has caused larger vortices in the MILES solution (slightly smaller than grid 1), the fuel was not
dispersed in the same manner. In fact, fuel dispersion in the coarse MILES solution is comparable to grid 2.

Figure 7. Instantaneous fuel mass fraction snapshots on the center plane for multi-scale (grid 2 on top and
grid 1 on the bottom) and MILES (grid1) approaches.
To include the effect of numerical viscosity one must modify the Reynolds diffusion term as follows

(13)

It is difficult to calculate the numerical viscosity without a solution of higher order convection scheme which is not
available and would make the computation impractical. One way to crudely estimate the numerical viscosity is to
use the generalized Smagorinsky coefficients36-37 and estimate it as follows,
(14)

The generalized coefficient,
, value suggested by Mossi et al.37 for a second order scheme in a compressible fully
developed flow case is 0.2. This value is not universal and should be refined further for this particular case but we
will use it here as a rough estimate for numerical viscosity.
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When the numerical viscosity is taken into account fuel mass fraction are calculated for grid 1 and grid 2. The
results are shown in Figure 8. Both the mixing and the fuel structure are in good agreement with the experiment.
Grid 1 results have improved significantly especially in the near field showing more attachment to the wall and
higher overall mixing consistent with the experiment. Grid 2 showed slight improvement over standard multi-scale
at
= 5 and better resemblance of the experiment at
= 25. This is because near field grid resolution is so fine
that diffusion within the sub-filter field becomes unimportant. Coarser grid in the far field, however, allows subfilter turbulent mass diffusion to play a larger role.

Figure 8. Fuel mass fraction predictions for the multi-scale adaptive
approach with numerical viscosity
correction. Experimental measurements on the top, grid 1 in the middle (Case 2) and grid 2 on the bottom
(Case 7)

C. Adaptive turbulent Schmidt number effect on solution and mixing
The difficulty in predicting experimental fuel distribution lies largely in the near field. Specifically, at
=5,
fuel core concentrations were over predicted at varying degrees by all methods used in both current and previous
efforts19. It was also over predicted by others using hybrid RANS/LES 17. This is mainly because near the fuel plum
and the barrel shock, there is a high degree of unsteadiness that must be captured correctly. This unsteadiness works
in mixing the fuel on the average sense in the near field region. Figure 9 shows average mass fraction iso-surfaces
for cases 2, 3 and 6 as well as streamlines and bow shock pressure iso-surface for case 3. The fuel coming from the
center of the injector is projected along the top of the jet and is diffused conventionally as it travels downstream.
Most of the unsteady mixing takes place in fuel carried by the horseshoe vortices which are originated from the
edges of the injector. Those vortices are generated behind the injector in the area between the bow shock and its
footprint on the boundary layer. Due to strong unsteadiness at the fuel plume near the barrel shock, the horseshoe
vortices lose their strength on the average sense and diffuse with the main flow. The unsteady mixing process is
stronger as we refine the grid causing the horseshoe vortices to diffuse faster.
Average fuel mass fractions are displayed as iso-surfaces in Figure 9 and as color contours on the center plane in
Figure 10 cases 2, 3, and 6. As the grid is refined, fuel rich iso-surfaces become shorter as indicated in Figure 9 and
the fuel vortex following the plume in Figure 10 becomes less intense due to unsteady mixing. It is the goal of this
effort to model this mixing process in the near field using the adaptive
approach. It is therefore logical to use
based on the resolved field resulting in more mass diffusion in highly resolved regions. We can compare the fuel
13
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structure of case 6, which uses the adaptive
multi-scale approach with the numerical viscosity correction, to case
3 which is a simple refinement over case 2 using standard constant
multi-scale approach. In case 6, the fuel
vortex is less intense and the fuel rich iso-surface is shorter resembling the mixing dynamics of the finer grid in case
3.

Figure 9. Average bow shock pressure iso-surface and fuel streamlines for case 3 (fine grid). Average fuel
mass fractions iso-surfaces and
= 5 slice for cases 2 (coarse grid), 3 (fine grid), and 6 (coarse grid).

Figure 10. Average fuel mass fractions at center plane for cases 2 ( coarse grid), 3 (fine grid), and 6 (coarse
grid).
Figure 11 displays average pressure contours on the center plane for cases 3 and 6. The pressure contours are
similar showing the bow the barrel shock near the injector. It is evident that the adaptive
multi-scale approach
14
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had no adverse effects on the pressure field. Figure 12 shows pressure contours on the bottom wall for cases 3, 6 as
well as experimental pressure sensitive paint (PSP) measurements that were conducted recently38 at Air Force
Research lab using fast response paint and high speed cameras. Both computed results (cases 3 and 6) are in good
agreement with experimental measurements and each others. Pressure contours show foot prints of the bow and
barrel shocks that are indistinguishable from each others in experimental PSP but can be clearly defined on the fine
grid in case 3. The wake region downstream is in better agreement with the experimental measurements in case 3,
however, differences are not significant and could be accounted to the refinement of the grid.

Figure 11. Center plane pressure contours for cases 3 (fine grid) and 6 (coarse grid). Injector is located at
= 0.

Figure 12. Pressure contours of cases 3 (fine grid) and 6 (coarse grid) compared to experimental PSP38.

IV.

Summary and Conclusions

An adaptive Schmidt number extension to the multi-scale model was successfully developed and implemented.
As the simulation proceeds, average resolved turbulent mass and momentum viscosities are calculated and a
turbulent Schmidt number is defined based on their ratio. When applied directly into the RANS sub-filter model, the
solution showed fuel structure closer to the experimental measurements however, changes over the constant
approach were not significant. When the numerical viscosity is taken into account to calculate turbulent mass
diffusivity, the solution improves significantly to be in a good agreement with experimental measurements.
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Turbulent Schmidt number contours showed more symmetry as the grid was refined because resolved data becomes
more dominant than noise resulting from the averaging procedure. This shows that the approach should be used only
on grids producing adequate level of resolved turbulent fluctuations. A grid too fine, however, would not benefit
much from the adaptive approach, since most of the mass diffusion will be occurring in the resolved field. Because
of the use of highly dissipative second order upwind for the convection terms, better estimates for the numerical
viscosity should be obtained rather than the crude estimate used in this efforts. Higher order schemes should also be
considered in the multi-scale modeling framework to minimize the effect of numerical viscosity. Since only one
experimental case is investigated, more cases should also be conducted to show the validation and applicability of
the approach proposed in this effort.
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